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About This Game

Space Thinger is a thrilling arcade space shooter! Fight your way through multiple combat zones mining asteroids for crystals
and collecting the debris of your fallen foes 5d3b920ae0
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. Contains game breaking bugs. Was unable to continue past the first level as the warpgate never spawned. Other bugs were
problematic including being able to "repair" your ship and spend resources at max life (thus just costing resources for no gain)
and a few other collision issues. The controls are a bit clunky too, there is no tutorial, and there isn't much depth (at least from
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what I experienced). The game is fun for a few minutes, but the inability to continue the game just makes it pointless.. I got this
game super cheap but I found it just wasn't for me. I get the sense this is a sole developer, not a team or anything like that. Hats
off, he's done more than I could. What I thought this game would be, based on the description, would be a fairly simple space
combat simulator. Take Freelancer, strip out the mining, trading, and exploration, replace all that with loot and upgrades, so then
you get something like Diablo in space right? Action combat with some RPG elements? Unfortunately it just doesn't work. It
plays more like a tech demo or proof of concept than an actual game.. . AI arcade space action - You will never spent a better
1.99. Pulse pounding not stop action. with some nice missions and upgrades. The 3d flight engine is very good. Great sound and
grafixs. playing at 2050x1080 looks good.. VAC = Valve Allow Cheating. Actually a decent game with a steep learning curve
which can be frustrating. Good graphics and smooth gameplay but a decent 3d space shooter overall.
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